


REGULATION AND PRIVATISATION IN THE AUSTRALIAN
WATERFRONT INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

This paper sets out to examine the outcome of
deregulation and privatisation in the Australian
waterfront industry, an industry with monopolistic
tendencies. The aim is to draw conclusions about the
appropriate degree of regulation and privatisation given
its structure and economic characteristics"

The waterfront industry referred to in this paper
comprises those participants engaged in terminal,
conventional stevedoring and depot services for the
handling of non-bulk cargo" Shipowners and shipping lines
are referred to as carriers.

The development of the industry structure and the
participants' response to regulatory change are described
in order to provide an understanding of the current
arrangements" The characteristics of competitive markets
and contestable market theory criteria are used as a
basis for assessing the performance of the industry and
whether some forms of government involvement and
intervention might have been warranted"

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WATERFRONT INDUSTRY

Market environment

Non-bulk shipping services to and from Australia have
been traditionally provided by shipping lines that
rationalise their capacity, co-ordinate their services
and agree on rates in closed conferences. Given
Australia's 'long and thin' trades this co-operation is
the natural response in a capital intensive industry
where minimum acceptable service levels and the economies
of ship size give carriers with large market shares a
competitive advantage. With the advent of
containerisation in 1969, the conference carriers
increased their market power by horizontally integrating
into consortia, The dominance of the conference carriers
was not challenged until the second half of the 1970s
when several independent carriers entered the main trades"

This environment of co-operation between shipowners
extended to dealings with the waterfront industry"
Associations of coastal ship owners were formed by the
turn of the century to co-ordinate their members'
approach to industrial relations (Committee of Inquiry
into the Stevedoring Industry 1957)" The Association of
Steamship Owners I Federat ion (ASOF) estab1 i shed in 1899,
for instance, co-ordinated its members' investment in
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waterfront facilities and stevedoring companies were
often jointly owned by the members. ASOP l s approach to
matters relating to employment of waterfront labour was
co-ordinated with those of the overseas shipowners and
the independent non-ASOF coastal shipping operators" The
Australian Employers of Waterside Labour (AEWL) that
represents employers' interests today evolved out of
these associations.

The dominance of rural products in Australia's export
trades has had a major influence on the shipping market
and, indirectly the waterfront industry" Commodity boards
up until the last decade have largely supported the
conference ca~~iers in o~der to secu~e cargo
centralisation arrangements at pan-Australian rates.
consequently, the conference carriers have been able to
exert monopsony power in the market for waterfront
services and to a large extent block freight forwarders
from entering the terminal and depot sectors" This
• control ' over cargo has reinforced the ability of the
carriers to successfully integrate into stevedoring
operations and establish dominant positions. The most
notable exception to this trend is the trans-Tasman trade
where manUfactures are the most significant group of
commodities and the carrier that introduced container
operations preferred as a monopoly operator to handle the
cargo for freight forwarders at FAR rates"

The characteristics of the largely rural based trade also
affected the union approach. vJith the trade sUbject to
seasonality, climatic conditions and world commodity
pr ices, large fluctuations occurred" This in turn gave
rise to labour shortages and surpluses and hence concerns
about work continUity and the maintenance of wages and
conditions"

This background of dominant co-operating carriers with
control over the majority of the cargo and the inherent
variability in the service reqUirement undoubtedly
influenced the response of waterfront labour, fostering
policies aimed at establishing countervailing market
power"

The labour market

The Waterside Workers' Federation (V1WF), the main union
in the industry, had obtained agreements with employers
to give preference to its members as early as 1914" Mr
JUstice Higgins, When making the first federal award for
the industry deferred to these agreements, but insisted
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SAYERS

conference (the woodwood Conference) in 1965" In addition
to developing mechanisms for dealing with redundancies,
the main outcome of the industry was the establishment of
•permanency'

The permanent employment scheme was aimed at developing
stronger employee-employer relationships by facilitating
the direct employment of the majority of the permanent
workers by operational stevedores (individual stevedoring
companies) (Deery 1978), The remainder were employed by a
representative employer holding company, Stevedoring
Employers of Australia Ltd (SEAL), for allocation on a
day-ta-day basis by the operational employers as required"

The scheme however proved to be a failure because the
traditional allegiance of the workers to their union
prevented the development of company loyalt ies" One of
the reasons for this failure was the egalitarian outlook
of the union" When the employers attempted to foster
loyalty by offering generous penalty rates to their
permanent employees the vMF demanded an equalisation
scheme that ensured all workers received equal earnings,
equal idle time and equal amounts of weekend work (Deery
1978) ..

In recent years the main labour concerns have been the
surpluses brought about by the increasing development of
containerisation and the rigidity of the permanent
employment scheme arrangements., The flow-on effects of
concessions on wages and conditions together with the
35-hour week which was introduced in the waterfront
industry before any other sector of the economy, made
labour intensive operations costly and hastened the
introduction of container shipping operations.,

Development in the size and concentration of waterfront
firms

The waterfront industry has become increasingly
concentrated since the advent of containerisation .. This
concentration has been an Australian-widephenom~non., For
example, in the traditional stevedoring sector two
companies, ConAust and Patr icks, dominate in all of the
major ports .. The terminal sector has more participants
but is concentrated on a port-by-port basis"

This concentration was brought about by several factors,
First, the demise of coastal shipping that resulted from
the development of competing air and land modes,
(particularly road transport), reduced the size of the
market., Second, technological developments in cargo
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handling such as palletisation and forklifts reduced the
labour requirements in stevedoring and made the
operations less labour intensive" Third, the introduction
of containerisation further reduced the time spent
stevedoring and hence the number of workers required"
containerisation was particularly capital intensive with
requirements for large cranes, forklifts and land"

Another factor wh ieh probably had an influence on the
concentration that took place was the introduction of the
permanent system of employing labour" The cost of a large
permanent work force, especially in view of the
fluctuations in stevedoring service demand, was high and
affordable only by large firms with a stable market.
Smaller firms were at a competitive disadvantage because
the labour pool, particularly in the smaller ports, was
an unreliable source of labour and they did not have the
resources to I carry! large numbers of operational labour
through downward fluctuations in demand"

The most recent round of mergers occured in 1977 and 1978
and has been attributed to changes to the Trade practices
Act" The Trade practices Amendment Act 19'77 changed the
criterion for determining which mergers were prohibited
from the likelihood of a substantial lessening of
competition to the (simpler) likelihood of dominating the
market" This change, which in effect prevented the Trade
practices Commission concerning itself about the
efficiency consequences of oligopolistic pricing
practices, allowed mergers to proceed in the industry
where they had been denied under the previous
legislation. The removal of labour pools in the major
ports and the allocation of all the labour to operational
stevedores in these ports may have also been a strong
motive for the mergers that took place at this time"
However, it is unlikely that the mergers would have been
permitted if the Trade practices legislation had not been
relaxed"

Excess capacity may have also been a factor that
influenced the concentration in the terminal sector. With
the dominant carriers traditionally using a single
stevedoring company (in some cases their own),
constraints on the availability of land and labour and
the high cost of the facilities made it unattractive to
enter the market while there was excess capacity.,

In recent years the conventional stevedores have competed
with the terminal sector, particularly to serve the
independent non-conference carriers., However, the
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REGULATION AND MARKET RESPONSES

to Withdraw
industry it

federal government
waterfront industry
was confined to
that set labour

of labour amongst
efficiency and

Fraser Government decided
all involvement in the

Government regulation and involvement

Apart from the World War 11 period,
involvement and intervention in the
has been limited" Intervention
establishing statutory author i ties
quotas, co-ordinated the deployment
stevedores, encouraged industry
facilitated the settlement of disputes"

The Government believes that everything should be
done to ensure that this industry now moves
towards a situation Where the relationships in
the industry are as normal as possible and that
employers and employees within the industry
accept the same restraints and responsibilities
reqUired of other industries (Street 1976).,

In 1976 when the
from Virtually
announced that:

There was also a gradual devolution of the
responsibilities of these statutory authorities towards
industry self management" Table 1 sets out the level of
federal government involvement and the responsibilities
of the statutory authorities established through
legislation since 194'7"

Initially federal governments were directly involved
through representation on the statutory authorities.
Later it was in the form of arranging conferences and
seminars to bring the parties together with a View to
removing inefficiencies or SOlving specific issues Which
were causing disruption"

dominant conventional stevedores are also involved in the
terminal sector"

This approach was in accord With the major employers and
the WWF's recommendations but contrary to those of the
conventional stevedores, the Australian Stevedoring
Industry Authority (ASIA) and the Australian Shippers

'Council (ASC) (Northrop 1976), The ASC, for instance,
supported the creation of a statutory body to employ all
waterside workers and to hire out labour to stevedoring
companies as reqUired .. This call for greater regUlation
was probably aimed at breaking down barriers to entry
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increased ability by conference carriers to earn
profits through discrimination on a trade-by-trade
basis which might not be otherwise possible if
freight forwarders had control over large volumes of
cargo or independent carriers were involved in the
waterfront industry; and,
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involvement provides;

potential profits and tax
to avoid scrutiny in a
transfer pricing"

Another reason for carriers vertically integrating
into the waterfront industry is the barrier to
competition it represents" Caseon (1986) explained
the strategy thus:

Increasing the number of stages at
potential rival must enter is likely to
the entrants capi tal requirements I and
of capital,

Other suggested
integration are:

In relation to the second point, even though P and 0 has
a significant conventional stevedoring and terminal
sector involvement, the benefits of their involvement
outlined above flow to all their associated conference
partners because of the conference arrangements" This
group operates in other conferences all over the war Id
with their partners in the Australasian trades" Given the
highly organised and institutionalised nature of
conference operations where the costs of conference and
consortia partners are scrutinised by independent
accountants, it is understandably why they would extend
their co-operation to shore-based actiVities.

This extension of co-operation into shore-based
activities depends on the same conference partners being
involved in all of the same trades" For instance, during
the 1977 Prices Justification Tribunal (PJT) inquiry into
STL's prices the ASC produced documents Which purported
to demonstrate I""" a massive discr imination in the rate
charged against the Japanese trade! (Prices Justification
Tribunal 1977). Normal co--operation was restored however
When the Japanese lines became shareholders with DCL
(P&O) and the other European lines in the CTAL terminal
at Port Botany,
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the provision of
responsive to
differentiation) ;

firms do not act independently;

the presence of price discrimination; and
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exploitation of opportunities to introducing new
products and processes (innovation); and,

profit levels just sufficient to reward investment
efficiency and innovation (normal profits);

high degree of market knowledge by both buyers and
sellers"

efficient production (technical efficiency);

There is no single basis for measuring the performance of
industries that have monopoly tendencies .. In the absence
of an alternative approach the criteria used to signify
both competitive and contestable markets will be examined
in order to provide some indication of the extent, if
any, of market failures and unsatisfactory performance.

competitive performance

Scherer (1970) suggests that the following criteria
should be used to examine whether a market is
competi tive, They have been categor ised into those
indicating competitive outcomes and those indicating
oligopolistic market behaviour"

Criteria indicating oligopolistic market behaviour are:

The degree to which the criteria indicating competitive
outcomes are satisfied will be examined in turn.,

Technical efficiency

It is very difficult
stevedoring operations.,
Australian Government's



however that there are perceived inefficiencies arising
out of work and management practices within the industry"

For some time there have been persistent claims that
stevedoring costs in Australia are amongst the highest in
the world. In addition, the longer time spent at
terminals and the delays arising from strikes and other
forms of union action adds to the overall cost of
servicing cargo ships in Australia"

There is no reliable information to examine the degree to
which innovative and efficient firms are rewarded" If
profit levels do vary however it is probably because of
mark et structure and not technological super ior i ty" All
firms have similar wage structures and by and large
employ the same technology" Cost differences may arise
because of favourable leasing costs, however, these are
more likely to OCCUr between ports and not within a port ..

Service differentiation

603 ..

There is evidence to suggest that terminal operators have
been able to achieve high profits" The PJT found thi s to
be the case in 1977 when capacity was scarce during atrade boom"

overcapacity, poor container crane utilisation rates and
shift arrangements are all cited as demonstrating a lack
of efficiency in terminals. Depot rates far in excess of
those charged by freight forwarders in the trans-Tasman
trade are also suggested to be the result of inefficiency
arising from work and management practices.

SAYERS

Normal profits

While the introduction of containerisation largely
negates the need, the market sectors within the
waterfront industry show little eVidence of product
differentiation. Terminal operators, with the exception
of Strangs in Melbourne, mainly serve pure container
ships" Conventional stevedores service a range of ship
types but use similar equipment"

The pr ice for these services has been reported to be
largely determined by market power of the carriers served
rather than the cost of the service required" For
example, terminal operators claim that they charge some
independent carriers less than the ships of the owning
partners, even though they are generally smaller ships
that could be expected to have higher unit loading andunloading costs.
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in which the entrant sUffers no disadvantage in terms
of the technology used nor the perceived product
quality relative to the incumbent (similar costs);

into which entry is free and exit is absolutelycostless;

sector discriminates on price between associated or
long-term customers. Some independent carriers have
recently enjoyed some competition for their custom
because of overcapacity in the terminal and conventionalstevedoring sectors.

A I perfectly contestable' market is defined as one:

Carriers have generally maintained an association with
the same terminal group Only recently has there been
competition at the margin, with same independent carriers
changing terminals" Overall, there has been long-term
stability with the change in market shares mainly
reflecting the fortunes of the carriers.

Where consumers move qUickly in response to pricedifferences"

where the incumbents cannot Change pr ice qUickly and
invalidate the evaluation of profitability by the
entrant in terms of the incumbents' pre-entry prices;and,

The degree to which a market is contestable must be
assessed sUbjectively by' apPlYing criteria which are
unlikely to be fUlly met by any industry. Each of the
criteria will be examined to proVide an overall picture
of the strength of the competitive influence on the
industry from the threat of 'hit and run' entry.

Similar costs

An entrant in the waterfront industry would be faced with
the disadvantage of either under-utilising significant
resources, including a permanent workforce, or entering
the market in a way which the service provided is
limited. These limitations could arise from fewer capital
equipment items, less land or the requirement of h~ving
to rely on a labour pool which may not always be able to
SUPply SUfficient Workers when required"
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If a large scale entry strategy was adopted, particularly
in the terminal sector, there would have to be a rapid
change in market shares in order to bring the entrant's
average costs down to a level similar to those of the
incumbents., This rapid change in market share is unlikely
to eventuate however given the history of long-term
associations between carriers and the waterfront industry
participants. If on the other hand a small scale entry
strategy was adopted in order to contain the initial cost
disadvantage, the entrant would probably be faced with a
service disadvantage; a significant impediment where
carriers must consider the cost of ships delayed in port."

Free entry and exit

There are large entry costs in the waterfront industry"
suitable land for new facilities is scarce wit,h
incumbents apparently prepared to under·-utilise the
available facilities rather than provide an opportunity
for an entrant. More importantly, the net exit cost would
be significant if the land could not be used for other
purposes"

In the terminal sector an entrant would also be faced
with expenditure on large items of capital equipment for
which there may not be any market on leaving the
industry, especially given the current level of
over-capacity" port authorities have tended to exacerbate
these barriers instead of ameliorating them by their
leasing arrangements and general withdrawal from
involvement"

In other sector s such as conventional stevedor ing and
depots, the sunk cost problem may not be as significant.
However, an important consideration is the risk of having
to sustain considerable losses over a number of years
until a sufficient market share is developed to provide
for adequate profit levels. In the depot sector there is
the additional barrier of the approved depot arrangements
which have effectively prevented freight forwarders with
existing depot facilities from having a greater role in
the international export shipping markets.

price 'stickiness'

The time scale involved in establishing and marketing a
new stevedoring service is sufficient for incumbents to
set predatory prices" The carriers involved in the
waterfront industry are in a better position than
non-carrier potential entrants to conduct a price war
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT AND INTERVENTION

607

waterfront
long-term

conference
lar ge shar e

As already discussed the customers of the
industry, the carriers, have retained
associations with particular firms" The
associations reinforce this behaviour for a
of the market.

consumer responsiveness

These factors suggest that the industry may be
inefficient in an economic sense" This does not imply,
however, that all firms are technically inefficient or
that pr ices may be forced down towards average costs from
time to time" With stevedoring costs inclUded in the
overall freight bill, ocean competition or trade
conditions also have an influence on what the market will
bear"

The criteria that must be met to suggest competitive
outcomes are not generally satisfied by the Australian
waterfront industry. Other criteria indicate past
oligopolistic market behaviour" Finally, an examination
of the contestability of the market also suggests that
competitive influences from the threat of entry are
relatively weak"

because they have the opportunity to employ transfer
pricing if the customer carriers take advantage of lower
stevedoring prices to increase profit rather than market
share"

Given that there are contract arrangements between
industry incumbents and the carriers, it is difficult to
perceive the carriers reacting quickly to lower prices
offered by an entrant" More importantly they are unlikely
to react. quickly enough to prevent the industry
incumbents from adjusting their prices downward in
response to the entry.

Overall performance

In respect of the latter point, it should be remembered
that shippers will not necessarily benefit from any
improvements to the efficiency of the waterfront industry
unless there is competition amongst the carriers. Without
competition between the carriers, lower stevedoring
charges can be absorbed, in whole or part, as rents"

The problem faced by governments when considering whether
to increase their involvement or intervene to regulate an
industry with monopolistic tendancies involves some



access to the industry or inhibit price competition;
and,

As a final resort, a government can intervene with
regulatory controls such as:
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ensuring access for new or potential
existing facilities by encouraging
competition under leasing arrangements"

severing vertical integration links; and,

reqUiring incumbents to file prices"
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restricting market concentration;

the scale of entry into the industry (in terms of
capacity) or affect the cost of exit from it"

addressing large sunk cost problems where they eXist,
for example, through the public provision of
facili ties; or,

REGULATION AND PRIVATISATION IN THE AUSTRALIAN
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judgement as to the apprapr iate trade-effs. These are
between taking advantage of the economies of scale or
scope that bestow market power on the incumbents, and the
need for the industry to be sUbject to the disciplines
that flow out of monopolistic competition such as market
responsive.ness, technical efficiency and pr ices
approaching average costs"

It is clear that in aiming to improve effIciency
governments should first address those regulatory and
institutional barriers that they can remove at reasonable
cost (Sayers 1986). These would include removing any
government regulations that restrict:

After all artificial barriers arising from past
government intervention are removed, a government might
next consider whether to adopt a pro-active role
(involvement without regUlatory intervention) in order to
foster competitive influences, This involvement could
incl ude:

In deciding to intervene however, the government must be
conscious of the costs of administering regUlation and
the risk that it may distort markets if the regUlation is
not SUfficiently flexible to adapt to market
developments. In addition, a government must recognise
that unless the role of structural and institutional
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